
No more pinched fingers
Help child care centers, schools, long-term-care facilities and other institutions increase 
safety and meet legal requirements with the NEW SELECT SL71 safety hinge.  
The hinge prevents people from trapping their fingers between the hinge  
leaves when the door closes. The SL71 provides a large, 19/32-inch  
clearance between the door and frame on the hinge side.

 ■ Safety hinge (when used without a frame stop)

 ■ Provides clearance sufficient to avoid pinching fingers

 ■ Flush mounted (no door inset)

 ■ For 1-3/4" doors

SL71 Safety hinge

eliminate hinge repairs forever. 

More than 25,000,000 cycles in independent 
testing — equivalent to 60+ years of 
high-traffic use — and our never-ending 
Continuous Warranty™ prove their longevity. 
SL71 HD geared continuous hinges are 
BHMA Grade 1 certified. Their long product 
life cycle and recycled content help them 
meet LEED requirements.

“Pinch-free” SL71 
safety hinge won’t 
trap fingers.

Find more safety hinge information and specs at select-hinges.com/safetyhinge.
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the SeLeCt tipit™ ligature-resistant 
hospital tip can add safety to doorways 
in both new and retrofit applications.

The new SELECT Tipit™ hospital tip (patent pending) 
is made of durable polymer and securely fastens to the 
door frame header.

 ■ The SELECT Tipit hospital tip works with SELECT’s 
geared continuous hinges (excluding SL40, SL60 
and SL62) and most other brands of full surface, 
half surface, concealed or swing clear geared 
continuous hinges.

the SeLeCt ligature-resistant hospital 
tip prep for concealed hinges can build  
in safety right from the start.

The new and improved SELECT angle-cut hospital tip 
provides safety with slanted tips and durable polymer 
end caps that leave no exposed edges.

 ■ New SELECT concealed hinges (excluding SL71) 
can be prepared with slanted tips and end caps. 
Handing required, except on SL11, SL27 and SL38.

hoSpitaL tipS for retrofit or new ConStruCtion

Hospital tip end caps available in black or gray.Tipit available in two sizes, in black or gray.

Find more hospital tip information and specs at select-hinges.com/select-hospital-tips.

NEW!
Patent pending

Prevent injuries with 
ligature-resistant hinges
Hospitals, schools, correctional facilities and other institutions can make rooms 
safer and meet legal requirements. SELECT’s ligature-resistant hospital tips deter 
patients or inmates from harming themselves by hanging objects from the hinge.
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